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“In the entire circle of the year there are no
days so delightful as those of a fine October.”
And to make it more delightful, the tots of
Westwind Kindergarten had a variety of activities
and celebrations in October.

RHINO DAY ACTIVITY
The greatness of a nation can be judged
by the way its animals are treated.
World Rhino Day was celebrated by the
Students of LKG to create awareness about
Rhinoceros. Children showed their
magical creativity by making Paper Rhino.

READING WORKSHOP

A Virtual CVC Reading Workshop� was conducted for the Parents of LKG wherein the tips, tricks and techniques were
shared with them to make their child read, blend, build and segment � the words easily with the help of phonics.��
It was very knowledgeable and effective workshop for the parents � as they attended it with great enthusiasm.� They
appreciated �the efforts taken by the school for conducting such workshop as it is going to be helpful for them to let
their child read well

A Virtual CVC Reading Workshop was conducted
for the Parents of LKG wherein the tips, tricks
and techniques were shared with them to make
their child read, blend, build and segment the
words easily with the help of phonics.

LETTER FUN ACTIVITY

There are so many different ways you can
create art with leaves. LEAF PASTING is
an easy activity that kids of all ages will
enjoy.
Students of Grade Nursery did leaf
Pasting Activity to get familiar with the
Letter L.

PYJAMA PARTY ACTIVITY

Online PYJAMA PARTY was organised for
nursery kids. They dressed up in their
snazziest night dresses and carried their
favourite soft toy for a sleepover with their
mother. Concept of DAY AND NIGHT was
introduced to them. They also enjoyed
bedtime story form their teacher.

FESTIVAL TIME
Children of UKG dressed up in their
Favourite Festival Dress and spoke few
sentences about it.
They looked gorgeous in their colorful
attire. They were very excited to know
about different festivals that are
celebrated in India.

PLANTATION DAY
"Keep Planting Seeds you never know what
may take Root."
UKG kids of Westwind Kindergarten learned
about germination. They did the experiment
themselves following the instructions by
their teachers.
They were very excited to know as to when
they will be able to see their Baby Plant.

AIR ACTIVITY

To show the presence of air in the
atmosphere, Grade 1 kids did few activities
during their online classes in which day
learnt the properties of air
like air fills space, it has
weight and it is needed for
burning, with balloons and candles.

SINK AND FLOAT ACTIVITY

A play based learning activity about
Sink and Float was demonstrated in
an Online Class of UKG to make the
kids understand heavy things sink and
light things float in Water.

MIXING ACTIVITY
Our UKG Kids did an Experiment to
Learn which things Mix in Water and
Do not Mix in Water with only few
kitchen items and objects from the
surroundings.

FANCY DRESS
India is the land of festivals. Many different
festivals are celebrated throughout the year in our
country . That is why it is called Incredible India
To celebrate and to enjoy this diversity and incredibility of
our country, Grade 1 had an online Fancy Dress Day. The
children dressed up as an object / special feature related
to their favourite festival.

PINK DAY
Our jovial kids of Westwind
Kindergarten celebrated Pink
Day Virtually. It was wonderful
to see our children bloom and
blossom in different shades of
pink. It was a fun filled Session
and children participated
enthusiastically
and enjoyed the session.

